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In this article,we analyzeempiricalBayes (EB)methodsfor estimatingsmall-arearateschedules. WedevelopEB methodsthat treatschedulesas vectorsand use adaptiveneighborhoodsto
keep estimatesappropriatelylocal. Thismethodestimatesdemographicratesfor local subpopulations by borrowingstrengthnot onlyfrom similarindividualselsewherebutalsofrom othergroups
in the same area andfrom regularities in schedules across locations. EB is substantially better than

standardmethodswhenrates havestrongspatial and age patterns. Weillustratethis methodwith
estimatesof age-specificfertilityschedulesfor over3,800 Brazilianmunicipalities.
Accurate estimation of rate schedules for small areas is an essential part of many demographic analyses, and it has become more importantas demographershave gained greater
access to geocoded data. However, even with very large samples and censuses, small areas
often have small risk populations that produce unstable estimates. This is particularly true
when local populations are further disaggregated by age. With common estimation techniques, the least-populated areas often produce extreme estimates, dominated by sampling
noise, that may have little relationship to underlying local risks (Bernadinelli and
Montomoli 1992). Over a large number of small areas, one may observe high variability in
estimated rates that poorly reflects the true level of geographic heterogeneity.
One way to deal with this problem is through empirical Bayes (EB) techniques, also
known as "shrinkage"methods. EB applications span a variety of disciplines, including
epidemiology and public health (Clayton and Kaldor 1987; Manton et al. 1989; Marshall
1991), digital image processing (Lee 1980), genetics (Efron et al. 2001; Kendziorski et
al. 2003; Kitada, Hayashi, and Kishino 2000; Newton et al. 2001), econometrics
(Kamakura and Wedel 2004; Lamm-Tennant, Starks, and Stokes 1992), and geology
(Solow 2001). There have been interesting uses of EB techniques in demography, notably
from the U.S. Census Bureau's SAIPE program for small-area income estimation (e.g.,
Fay and Herriot 1979; Fay and Train 1995), but also in other areas (Ferguson et al. 2004;
Longford 1999; Stolzenberg and Relles 1989).
EB methods improve estimates by "borrowing strength" in various ways across related observational units. They are especially well suited to problems in which an analyst
wants to estimate many similar parameters from many small samples. In this article, we
pursue one example of such a problem: estimation of age-specific fertility schedules for
over 3,800 small areas in Brazil.
Two developments in small-area EB estimation are important for our analysis. First,
Marshall (1991) proposed a spatial approach to shrinkage that uses adaptively defined,
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moving neighborhoods. Marshall's technique borrows strength selectively, using information from nearby locations more intensively than information from distant, presumably
less-similar, areas. The moving-neighborhood approach improves demographic estimates
when rates vary substantially across the map, but at scales largerthan the small areas under
study. Second, Longford (1999) developed an EB method that treats sets of related local
rates as vectors of parametersto be estimated simultaneously, ratherthan element by element in piecewise fashion. Longford's method improves estimates by borrowing strength
from related rates within small areas; for example, if fertility rates in age groups 20-24 and
25-29 (f20-24 and f25-29,respectively) have a strong positive correlation across locations,
then a high sample estimate forf2-24 in area a provides information that the true value of
f25-29in a is likely to be higher than average. Longford's approach exploits such crosscomponent correlations to improve the overall accuracy of a large set of vector estimates.
We propose a general method for estimating small-area rate schedules that uses both
Marshall's moving neighborhoods and Longford's vector approach. We then investigate
the performance of this estimator and of several variants using census fertility data from
Brazilian municipalities. The procedures that we describe are not limited to the Brazilian
context or to fertility estimation. The ideas of treating small-area rate schedules as sets of
parameters and of using spatial relationships to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in estimated schedules are relevant for many problems in demography.
This article proceeds as follows. We first introduce EB by means of an intuitive example and then explain our synthesis of the Marshall and Longford approaches. Next, we
describe microdata on current fertility in the 1991 Brazilian census and present examples
from EB estimation of small-area fertility schedules. Finally, we assess the relative performance of several variants of EB methods.

EB (SHRINKAGE)ESTIMATION
Because Bayesian inference is unfamiliar to many demographers, we begin with some
basics. A fully Bayesian approachto parameterestimation has four steps:
1. Specify a likelihood model L(xI0) for data x, given parameters0;
2. Specify a prior distributionJf() for the parameters, which are treated as random
variables (in a small-area estimation problem, one can think off(0) as the distribution of
parameters across areas);
3. Calculate a posterior distribution P(Olx) that describes the probabilities of different parametervalues, conditional on observed data, using Bayes' Theorem:

p (lx) oc L(xt)- f(0); and
4. Draw inferences about the parameters from the posterior distribution.
An EB approach is similar, but it uses observed data to infer importantfeatures of the
prior distribution, rather than specifying it fully in Step 2. Carlin and Louis (2000) discussed and compared the two approaches thoroughly.
EB estimation is a valuable statistical tool when the analyst must estimate many parameters from separate samples but each sample comes from some fundamentally similar
process. The main ideas behind EB "shrinkage" are to examine individual estimates in
the context of their overall distribution and to recognize that outliers are more likely to
contain unusual sampling errors. For example, the lowest estimates in a set are the most
likely to be underestimates, as in the introductory example that follows. Thus, even when
individual parameters are seemingly unrelated, one can improve estimation by considering their distribution.

An Introductory Example
As an instructive example, suppose that there are many areas a = 1 . . . A. For some
demographic process of interest, area-specific rates are 01 . . A. To keep the example
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simple, assume that across areas, the 0 values are independent, with a uniform distribution on the interval [0,2g] and a mean of g. This is a prior distribution for parameters, as
in Step 2: rates vary from place to place, they are spread evenly between 0 and 2g, and
the rate in one location is unrelated to rates elsewhere.
Now suppose that the researcher does not observe 0a directly, but instead has local
estimates from samples of n individuals in each area. For reasons that we elaborate later,
we model the number of events in the past year to these sampled individuals (Xa) as a
Poisson random variable:
xa

la - Poisson(nOa).

This defines a likelihood function, L(xlO), as in Step 1. Notice that in this model, x
and 0 have a joint distribution across areas, with some (x,0) pairs more likely than others.
The maximum likelihood (ML) estimator identifies the most likely 0 value, given the
observed xa:
0a = Xa/n,

which also corresponds to events in a per person-year.
Because 0a is an unbiased estimator of 0, within each area, true parameters 0 and ML
estimates 0 have identical means when averaged over all areas:1

=

[
E(I.) E.[Ex(0.lO1)1=
E]

[Oa]=
ML estimates have other good statistical properties, such as efficiency, but they can be
further improved, as we explain next.
To estimate true rates {0,... 0A) from estimates {8, ... OA, consider the conditional
distribution of (0 Ix) or equivalently (8 18). That is, consider the possible values and relative frequencies of various true rates 0 within a subset of areas that all have identical
estimated rates 0. This question has a Bayesian flavor, because it involves posterior
probabilities
"

P(olx)ocL(x 0).f(0)
that depend on the prior distribution of 0.
As a specific example, if there were no sample events recorded in the past year in
area 6, then x6 = 0 and 06 = 0. Many possible values of 06 could lead to local samples
with x6 = 0, but the ML estimate of 0 is almost certainly too low. A common criterion for
selecting from alternative estimators is mean squared error (MSE), often expressed in
terms of its positive square root (RMSE). If we used a rate estimate z in all areas with
a = 0, its RMSE would be
RMSE(z)=

+

E[(0

-

z)2x

=

0o].

1. Throughout this article, E( ) and V( ) denote expectations and variances over the joint distribution of
(x,0). There are several ways to interpret this joint distribution, but in the small-area estimation setting it is
useful to think of E[g(x,O)] as an answer to the question, If we select an area at random (all areas equally likely)
and then select a sample from that area, what is the expected value of the function g? For conditional moments,
we add subscripts. For example, E ( 10) is the expected value of the ML estimator 0 in areas with a specific
value of 0, averaged over possible sample values of x. Similarly E0 [V (0 I 0)] is the expected sample variance
of the ML estimator, averaged over possible values of 0.
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= 0) e-ea for 0 values between 0 and 2p.2 If we take I = .15
Ia RMSEs
as an example, calculating
produces the information in Figure 1. Figure 1 illustrates several importantpoints. First, the ML estimator (represented by the vertical line at
z = 0) does not minimize MSE. The solid curve shows that for areas in which 10 sampled
people all report zero events, estimates of z = .084 (not zero) will minimize the average
squared difference from true local rates. Second, the minimum-MSE estimate is a shrinkage estimate: the ML estimate pulled partway toward the global mean gI. Third, the optimal
amount of shrinkage depends on the local sample size. In areas with 0a = 0 and n = 20
(dashed curve), the minimum-MSE estimator is .049, considerably farther from the global
mean than the optimum when 0 = 0 and n = 10. This makes intuitive sense: when local
samples are larger,local estimates are more informative, and less shrinkage is necessary to
minimize MSE.
Finding the optimal estimate requires knowledge of the marginal distribution of true
In a fully
rates 0 across areas. In our simple example, this is equivalent to knowing
gt.
Bayesian analysis, parameterslike gt are chosen in advance when the researcher specifies
the prior distribution of 0. Minimum-MSE estimates of quantities such as 06 then depend
on the prior distribution chosen by the researcher.
In EB analysis, the researcher does not specify the prior distribution of 0. Instead,
she or he uses the empirical (marginal) distribution of estimates {0( ... 0A } to estimate
relevant characteristicsoff(0). Our simple example has an obvious estimator for the single
distributional parameter, namely, =CBa /A. Given this empirical estimate, the researcher can approximate the distribution of (0 10) and construct (approximately)
minimum-MSE estimators. For overall means = .05, .15, or .25 in our example, the
minimum-MSE estimator when 06 =0 and n = 10 would be .042, .084, or .097, respectively. That is, a higher global mean for the ML estimates implies higher EB estimates in
areas with 0 = 0. In this manner, the distribution of estimates across all areas informs the
estimate in each particular location, changing a local estimate more when it is farther
from the global mean.
2. This equation arises from Bayes' Theorem, using a uniform prior distribution of 0a over [0,2gi] and the
= 0 10a) = e
assumed Poisson likelihood
L(xa
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EB Estimation in the General Scalar Case
We simplified the preceding example by assuming particularforms for the distributions of
local parameters (0a) and estimators
but EB estimation remains possible with much
(0a), distribution of
weaker mathematical assumptions. For
any
(x, 0) in which local estimators
are unbiased [Ex I, ) = 0a ], the minimum-MSE estimator among all linear functions of
the form a + P0a (0a
(a class that includes Oa itself, when ac = 0, and P = 1) is a shrinkage
estimator:

=0a +S .[E(a ) - a]
with shrinkage adjustment factor (cf. Robbins 1983:714)

E0[Vx(6a10)]

E

Ee[V
(Va 10.)]

)
[Vx(a la)]+V( a)
The numeratorin
this formula is the expected sampling variance in location a; the denomiV(a
nator is the variance of ML estimates, which depends both on expected sampling variance
and on the underlying variance of true parameters0. The 6 formula shrinks local estimates
toward a global mean, with more shrinkage when local sampling noise is expected to be
large relative to the variability of estimates across areas. Thus, as in our introductory
example, the optimal amount of shrinkage varies inversely with local sample size.
Restricting estimators to linear functions of 0a has a big advantage: for any
distribution of true rates 0, the minimum-MSE solution depends only on easily estimated
means and variances (Robbins 1983). For many problems, including fertility estimation,
EB estimation is possible because the unknown moments in the linear shrinkage
formula(0a I0a)], V(6a), E(0a )-can be estimated from the empirical distribution
of {01 ... 0AEo[Vx
} and from model assumptions about the sampling process.

o

ADAPTINGEB FOR DEMOGRAPHICSCHEDULES IN SMALLAREAS
Vector Estimation and Smoothing
Frequently, the researcher's interest is a vector of area-specific parameters ea. For example, 0a may represent an area's labor force participation rates in two ethnic groups
(Longford 1999) or its fertility rates in seven age groups (our application). When local
parameters are K-dimensional vectors, the multivariate analog to the minimum-MSE
shrinkage estimator is (cf. Efron and Morris 1972; Longford 1999; O'Hagan 1994:163):
S

a-S [E (a) - 0a],
with matrix shrinkage factor

S = [(V (6a
EO

Oa)][V(Oa)]

where the V( ) terms are now K x K covariance matrices and E(Oa) is a K x 1 vector of
means. As before, small shrinkage adjustmentsare made by the Oaestimator in areas where
local rates are expected to be estimated precisely, and vice versa. As in the scalar case, EB
estimation is possible because the unknown moments in the shrinkage formula can be
estimated from the set of vector estimates {0( ... A}. We discuss this part of the estimation problem more fully in subsequent sections.
Vector shrinkage is "minimum-MSE"in the sense that it minimizes the MSE of any
linear combination of the K elements in Oa. For local fertility-rate estimation, this implies
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that the vector-shrinkageformulawill minimizethe MSE of each age-specific fertility
rate separately,as well as the MSE of demographicallyinterestingquantities,such as
local total fertilityrates(TFR).
Shrinkagehas a more complicatedmeaningin the vector case because the matrix
formulamay move individualcomponentsof the vectoraway fromtheirglobal (univariate) means even as it moves a vector of estimatestowarda more typicalpatternin the
sampleof empiricallyestimatedschedules.We returnto this point laterwhen we discuss
the resultsof the applicationof the methodto Braziliandata.

MovingNeighborhoods
Longford's(1999) EB approachshrinksall local estimatestowarda nationalmeanvector.
Small-areaestimationproblemsareinherentlyspatial,however,andin manydemographic
applications,shrinkagetowarda single nationalschedulemay be undesirable.In particular,if demographicschedulesexhibitregionalvariationsin shapesandlevels, thenmoving
all small-areaestimatestowardthe meanof the nationalvectormay oversmooth,obscuring importantandinterestingregionaldifferences.Thereis a considerableliteratureon EB
estimationof local ratesby selective borrowingof informationfromnearbyareason the
map. Clayton and Kaldor (1987), Marshall (1991), Molli6 and Richardson(1991),
Assungaoand Reis (1999), and Meza (2003) have used spatialEB methodsto estimate
small-areamortalityrates.
One simple alternative to global shrinkage is to move local estimates toward
subnational(e.g., state-level)means.In this scenario,a countryis partitionedin advance
into presumablyhomogeneousregions.This methodis problematic,however,becauseof
its treatmentof areason regionalfrontiers:two adjacentareasfallingon oppositesides of
a boundarycould produceradicallydifferentvector-shrinkage
estimates,even if theirlocal ML estimatesandsamplesizes are identical.
In this article,we adoptanothersolution that overcomesthe boundaryproblemby
using the moving-neighborhood
approachproposedby Marshall(1991). For each small
areaa, we define a set of areasHa thatincludesa and some of its nearestspatialneighbors.Wethen shrinka's estimatestowardthe empiricalaverageof schedulesin Ha, using
momentsin the EB formula.Becauseadjacentareaswill have parneighborhood-specific
tially overlappingneighborhoods,theirlocal estimateswill be shrunktowardsimilartarget means. Ideal neighborhoodsizes will be large enoughfor EB shrinkageto produce
demographicallyplausibleschedulesat the local level, but small enoughto allow real
variabilityat intermediategeographicscales betweenlocal and national.
By combiningvectorshrinkagewith spatialmethods,we estimatelocal age-specific
ratesby "borrowingstrength"not only from otherage groupswithin each areabut also
fromindividualsof the same age in neighboringareasand from observedregularitiesin
demographicschedules across locations. The combined method promises significant
improvementsin local-arearateestimateswhen both spatialand age-relatedpatternsare
strong.

Poisson Model and Shrinkage Estimator
Each area a = 1 ... A and population group k = 1 ... K has a true rate 0ak. Population
groups do not overlap. The schedule for location a is the vector 0a = [0a . . . 0 aK]'. Esti-

matesof Oakcome fromdataon events in the previousyearto a sampleof nak individuals.
Given Oak,we assume that
xak - Poisson(nak0ak),

wherexak is the numberof sample events observedin area a and groupk. We prefera
Poissondistributionto a binomial,even if thereis a maximumof one observedevent per
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sampled individual, because a Poisson distribution has a larger variance than does a binomial with the same mean (np, ratherthan np(l -p), where p is the event probability). This
additional variance in xIOcrudely captures the effects of population heterogeneity and
unmeasuredcovariates. Brillinger (1986) suggested additional reasons for adopting a Poisson distribution by showing how vital rates appear as statistics that are calculated from a
Poisson process, generating events on the Lexis diagram.
Conditional on the true local schedule 0a, the ML estimator
0a

...XaK/naK

[Xalal

is unbiased [Ex(0a 0a)= Oa] and its sampling covariance is a K x K diagonal matrix,

=1...K}.
= diag
V(xOa)
{ak/na,k
In practice, the true local schedule is unknown, so rather than condition on 0a, we must
consider expected values of moments over possible local schedules. For the rest of this
section, we use an asterisk to indicate a statistical calculation or value specific to Ha. This
distinction is important because the distribution of 0a within a neighborhood will generally differ from its distribution across the entire map; this is the reason for taking a more
local approach to estimation. Thus, operators such as E*( ) and V*( ) refer to the joint
distribution of (x,0) over Ha only.
The ML estimator is centered on a true neighborhood-specific mean vector,

E[OaEE

(

=

=E

jOa)1

Oa

with covariance
V*

E*

[oa

(oa

(oa

+
a

where X* =

and

- L*)(0a - L*)'] denotes the covariance of true schedules across Ha
E*[(0a
= E*[Vx(Oa )Oa)] is a diagonal matrix representing expected sampling noise in

area Qa itself.
In this framework, the EB shrinkage estimator for the demographic schedule in location a, given
?*, and (*, is
tg*,

+s

0a =o
with adjustment
factor

[L+Li

Sa=- toward the neighborhood average schedule is more desirable when the neighShrinkage

borhood is homogeneous (small between-area variation X*) or samples in the target area

are small (big within-areavariation~L).

Method-of-Moments Estimation of Shrinkage Factors
The matrix shrinkage formula requires values for
Z*, and LY. In the EB approach, one
uses the model and the sample distribution of MLtg*,
estimators to estimate these moments.
Averages weighted by sample sizes are generally more efficient than are simple averages
for estimating moments, and we use weighted averages throughout.
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Neighborhood mean vectors are estimated as weighted averages (cf. Marshall
1991:285):
'=
SEHa

,

where s indexes areas in Ha, and P, is a (neighborhood-specific) diagonal matrix containing the proportions of neighborhood samples in each group that come from location s:
diag

=

ps,

k

nrk

=

1.

K

The moment estimate for means has a simple interpretation:element ~i; equals the ratio
of total neighborhood events to total neighborhood exposure for group k.
An estimate of the expected sampling covariance matrix for location a depends on
average neighborhood rates and local sample sizes:
/nak, k = 1...K.

= diag

Estimating the neighborhood covariance matrix of true rates ('*) also involves equating population moments to weighted sample averages, but the procedure is more complex
than that for calculations for WL*
and
Begin by defining an empirical estimate of the
covariance of ML estimates (as opposed
Qa. to true rates) in neighborhood Ha:

Q
a=

seHa

-.

P/2(

0

,

l/2

)

The neighborhood mean t* is unknown, but Q can be approximated by
2

-

(

s PHa

l/2

p

)(

The expected value of Q is
1
E*(Q)=

seQ)
se=

s(-a

a Pl/2(

.

•,*)pl/2

_

SE

s

Pl/2

a
.sa
.Pl/2_

sen
,pa

s

Rearrangingthis matrix equation and taking the (j,k) element yields

[EQ)-

P
sEHa

=

Ijk

PsjP

sHa

ijk

so an approximatemethod-of-moments estimator for I is

Qk
s~,
IEaPs•

jkl

PsjPsk

,

jel...K

kel...K.

In small neighborhoods, this procedure can produce 2* estimates that are not positive definite, that is, matrix estimates such that some linear combinations of elements of
0a would have negative estimated variances. In such cases, we a used matrix version of
Marshall's (1991:285) convention of replacing negative variance estimates with zero. We
adapted a matrix-truncationprocedure suggested by Efron and Morris (1972), replacing
the offending '*with the "nearest"positive semidefinite matrix of the same dimensions.
Specifically, we did a standard eigen-decomposition 9~'=XDX', replaced any negative
and replaced X with
eigenvalues in D with zeroes to form a new matrix
XD
=XD X'.
D+,
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Distributionof 1991 CensusSampleSizesAcross3,829
Municipalities

Sample Characteristics

Number of Municipalities

Number of Women Aged 15-49
0-49
50-59

100-499
500-999

42
330

2,028
725

1,000+
Number of Births LastYear
0
1-9
10-49
50-59
100+

704
19
600
1,808
720
682

With empirical estimates of the required moments in hand, we constructed the EB
estimator for each schedule. For location a the estimated schedule is

Kx 1

Kx 1

Kx K

KxK

Kx 1

APPLICATIONAND DATA
We investigated the performance of the foregoing EB vector estimator by applying it to
microdata from Brazil's 1991 Demographic Census. This data set includes fertility information for 3,829 small areas that we refer to here as "municipalities," although in some
cases, we clustered 1991 municipios into larger spatial units to preserve comparability
with geographic coding in earlier Brazilian censuses. (Clustering is a technical detail with
no important effect on our results.) Fertility levels and socioeconomic conditions vary
widely across Brazilian municipalities; this diversity is a primary motivation for using
localized, as opposed to national, means as targets for vector shrinkage.
Fertility data come from long-form questionnaires that are given to a sample of census households. We used data on women aged 15-49, aggregated into standard five-year
age groups. The 1991 census included questions on the date of each woman's last live
birth (from which we derived births in the past year and current fertility), as well as a
count of children ever born (parity). As in many countries with low average educational
levels, Brazilian data on births in the year preceding a census suffer from reporting errors, which has been amply demonstrated in previous analyses of the 1991 and earlier
Brazilian censuses (e.g., Wong 1986). Demographers often use parity data to correct for
incomplete or inaccurate reporting of birth dates in such cases (Coale and Demeny 1967;
United Nations 1983). Such corrections are possible, but they are beyond the scope of
this article. Here, we focus on estimation issues, recognizing that any complete demographic analysis also requires a careful assessment of data quality.
Census sampling fractions are 10% and 20% for municipalities with estimated populations larger and smaller than 15,000 inhabitants, respectively. Most municipal samples
are quite small, as illustrated in Table 1.
ML-estimated schedules for the 3,829 municipalities are noisy, but they suggest clear
patterns in true fertility rates across age and space. These patterns imply, in turn, that
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Correlationof MLRateEstimatesAcrossAreasWith LargeSamples

Age
20-24

Age
15-19
20-24

15-19
.75

1

25-29

.53
.33

.72

1

30-34
35-39
40-44

.39
.42

.55
.57
.60

.65
.67
.62

.72
.70

.75

1

45-49

.38

.50

.48

.52

.57

.53

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

1

1
1
1

borrowing strength via EB methods may lead to large reductions in estimation errors.
Table 2 illustrates the (weighted) correlation matrix of ML estimates across the 568 areas
that had at least 100 women sampled in every age group, which we hereafter call the
large-n areas. Because ML estimates in large-n areas have low sampling variances, this
matrix may be taken as a crude but effective estimate of the correlations between true
rates. (Several other calculation methods lead to similar results; see Assun9go et al. 2003.)
These data, particularly the high values for adjacent age groups along the subdiagonal,
indicate potentially large gains in efficiency from using vector EB methods that exploit
cross-component correlations.
ML fertility-schedule estimates also exhibit spatial patterns that increase the utility
of a localized approach to EB estimation. Using the variance-weighted Moran I index
proposed by Assun9go and Reis (1999), we can reject the hypothesis of no first-order
spatial autocorrelationin each age group at p < .0005. This finding is not surprising, since
Brazil is a large country with well-known regional variations in demographic rates.
We defined neighborhoods Ha as follows. For each area a, we first ranked all 3,829
areas by the distance between their geographic centroids and the centroid of a. We constructed an initial neighborhood as the union of a and its six nearest municipalities. If
there were fewer than 21,000 women sampled in this initial neighborhood or if there were
no neighborhood births in one of the age groups, then we added the seventh-nearest municipality, the eighth-nearest, and so on. We stopped expanding the neighborhood as soon
as the cumulative sample size reached at least 21,000 and there was at least one sampled
birth in every age group. Under this default definition, which we denote Local21, the
number of municipalities in neighborhoods varies from 7 to 112, with a median of 33.
We chose 21,000 as the smallest neighborhood size. Under this definition, neighborhoods have about three times as many women as a typical sample from a Demographic
and Health Survey (Le and Verma 1997), and the mean sample size in an [age, neighborhood] cell is 3,000. To get a sense of the likely precision of ML estimates for a Local21
neighborhood, note that with n = 3,000 women and 0 = .250 (a fairly high value in the
1991 Brazilian context), estimates would fall within .015 of the true rate in approximately
95% of samples; we decided that this level of precision would be adequate to yield stable
targets for shrinkage estimation.
.. f5-49]'. All EB results presented in
Area-specific schedules are 7 x 1 vectors
[f5-19.described in the
the next section use the vector-estimation method
third section, with the
Local21 neighborhood definition. In the sixth section, we experiment with several other
EB variants.
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Figure 2.

ML and EB Estimates for 20- to 24-Year-Oldsin 3,829 Brazilian Municipalities
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EB FERTILITYSCHEDULES FOR BRAZILIANMUNICIPALITIES
We illustrate vector EB shrinkage of the raw ML estimates using examples with a single
rate, a pair of rates, and finally entire local schedules. To begin, Figure 2 displays estimates for a single age group. The results are similar in all seven age groups, so we use
20- to 24-year-olds as a representative example. In the left panel, each municipality is
represented by a point, with ML estimates (births per 20- to 24-year-old woman) on the
horizontal axis and EB estimates on the vertical axis. Points fall on the 45-degree line if
local EB and ML estimates are identical. The right panel shows the EB-ML difference for
each area as a function of the (log) number of 20- to 24-year-olds in the local sample.
The shrinkage effect is obvious in the left panel of Figure 2. EB estimates have a
much tighter distribution than ML estimates, and the cloud of points has a lower slope
than the 45-degree line. This represents a shrinkage effect, in which low ML estimates are
pulled up and high estimates are pushed down. Another important point concerns ML
estimates that are equal to zero. In 93 municipalities, there were no births to sampled
20- to 24-year-old women in the year preceding the census, and the births/woman estimate is consequently zero in these areas. Clearly f20-24 = 0 is unlikely to be close to the
true rate in most of these municipalities, and (as in this article's introductoryexample) a
shrinkage estimator that pulls these zeroes toward neighborhood means forf2-24 is likely
to have lower average errors. Figure 2 shows that the EB transformationsof zero-valued
ML estimates forf2-24 range from .097 to .206, depending on the sample sizes, estimates
in other age groups (especially ages 25-29) in the same area, and the mean values for ML
rates in other nearby areas.
The funnel-shaped cloud of points in the right panel of Figure 2 shows how EB
changes estimates most in the areas with the smallest populations and sample sizes. The
EB procedure leaves births/woman estimates almost unchanged when local sample sizes
are large, but alters estimates much more freely when there is little area-specific information in the sample.
Vector EB shrinkage operates on all age groups simultaneously, using estimated correlation patternsto adjust ML estimates. Figure 3 provides a partial, bivariate view of this
process for two age groups, 20-24 and 25-29. In the left panel, each municipality's ML
estimates appear as a point, with the 20-24 estimate on the horizontal axis and the 25-29
estimate on the vertical axis; the right panel contains analogous data for EB shrinkage
estimates. The ellipse in the left panel contains approximately 90% of the ML estimates
for the large-n areas. An identical ellipse appears for reference in the right panel.
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ML and EB Estimates of 20- to 24-Year-Oldsand 25- to 29-Year-Oldsin 3,829 Brazilian
Municipalities

Figure 3.
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Figure 3 illustrates the effects of shrinkage on vector data. The cloud of EB points on
the right is much more tightly concentrated and positively tilted. The ML estimates on the
left, particularly in areas with large samples, suggest a moderately strong positive correlationbetweenf2024andf25-29:areaswith highf20-24
also tend to have high f25-29.The EB
method shrinks each area's pair of ML estimates toward a point that conforms to this
pattern.As always, more shrinkage occurs when local samples are smaller and local ML
estimates are less reliable. The ML pairs that are the most likely to be altered substantially by EB are those from sparsely populated areas and with unusual bivariate deviations from the global mean. For example, the ML pairs at the northwestern edge of the
left-hand scatter in Figure 3 look like extreme outliers because it is unlikely (given a

positive correlationbetweenf0-24 andf25-29) that the truef0-24 for an areawould be far
below average while the truef25-29would be far above average. In the absence of reliable
local evidence to the contrary, EB insists that pairs of estimates conform more to the
typical pattern, and it consequently squeezes the ML cloud in the left panel into the much
tighter, steeper shape on the right.
Bivariate scatters provide importantinsights into EB estimation, but the vector shrinkage actually occurs in K-dimensional space. To understand the full effect of vector
shrinkage on local-schedule estimates, one must examine all K components. In our application, we have K = 7 age groups, and it is natural to view them as line graphs with age
on the horizontal axis.
Figure 4 illustrates schedule estimates for six selected areas, which include the municipalities with the smallest sample (Panel A: Bord, in Sao Paulo state, with only 16
long-form questionnaires for women aged 15-49) and the largest sample (Panel F: the
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ML, Neighborhood Mean, and EB Schedules in Six Selected Municipalities
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city of Sao Paulo itself, with over 300,000 women sampled). Each panel shows the local
ML schedule (o), the mean schedule for the neighborhood surrounding the municipality
(X), and the EB schedule (solid line) that is an approximately optimal combination of the
Xs and os.
To read Panel A, for example, note that the ML schedule for BorBdis a flat line along
the horizontal axis, with fertility estimated at zero for every age group because none
of the 16 sampled women had a birth in the year preceding the census (x = 0, n = 16).
The Local21 neighborhood around Bordfcontains 50 municipalities, with an aggregate
births/woman schedule given by the Xs. There is almost no local fertility information for
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this municipality, and EB estimation (the solid line) shrinks the local ML schedule virtually all the way back to the neighborhood mean vector. Read Panels B-F similarly.
Figure 4 illustrates several interesting points:
* There is no underlying model forcing the EB estimates into particularshapes. Patterns come directly from data in the neighborhood around a municipality.
* EB schedules generally conform better than ML schedules to known regularities
in fertility. Unlike the ML schedules, for example, all EB schedules in the figure
have a single mode in the second or third age group, followed by a monotonic
decline in rates.
* There is substantialvariation in the shapes and levels of neighborhood mean schedules, indicating that a moving-neighborhood approachmay produce better estimates
than an EB procedure that shrinks all area schedules toward the national mean.
* The EB procedure shrinks local ML estimates almost all the way back to the neighborhood mean vector (S - IK) when there are few local data and when such data
either lead to implausible ML schedules (such as the zeroes in Panel A) or provide
inconsistent evidence about differences between the local schedule and the neighborhood schedule (such as the odd ML schedule in Panel B).
* If local data are scarce but tell a consistent story about differences between local
and neighborhood rates (Panels C and D), then EB treats the ML schedule as a less
extreme outlier in IR7and shrinks it less. The resulting EB schedule combines local and neighborhood information more equally than in other areas with small
samples. As always, a smaller amount of shrinkage is optimal when there are more
local data (compare Panels C and D).
* If local samples are large (Panels E and F), the optimal EB mixture tilts strongly
toward the local schedule (S - 0). With an extremely large sample, such as that for
Sao Paulo (Panel F), the local area contains almost all its neighborhood's population, and all three schedules overlap.
* EB schedules combine local and neighborhood curves, but the vector EB procedure
does not always produce age-specific rate estimates that lie between local and
neighborhood average values. Of the 42 rate estimates in Figure 4, 15 have EB
values outside the range defined by ML and neighborhood rates for the same age.
The most significant cases are in age groups 2 and 3 in Icatu, Maranhao(Panel D),
and in age group 4 in Crato, Ceara'(Panel E). In Icatu, local data suggest aboveneighborhood fertility levels (Icatu's neighborhood includes a large urban area,
Sao Luis, with much lower fertility), but vector shrinkage moves
and f25-29
f20-24
estimates even fartherfrom neighborhood levels to make the local schedule's shape
more like the neighborhood pattern.In Crato, EB smooths the local schedule mainly
by reducing the high ML estimate for 30- to 34-year-olds, so that it conforms to the
pattern of below-average rates in the other six age groups.

EB ESTIMATIONPROCEDURES
EVALUATING
Alternative Estimation Methods
We have so far compared ML estimation to only one EB procedure. Specifically, our EB
estimator used vector shrinkage (rather than shrinking each schedule component separately) and neighborhoods defined by the Local21 criterion (rather than national or some

other intermediate-sized neighborhoods). Both choices are subject to question. Furthermore, comparisons in the previous section were rather informal. In this section, we analyze a wider variety of EB estimators in a more formal setting.
We compare ML to six alternative EB methods, defined by a choice of neighborhood
size (Local21, Local84, or national) and by whether shrinkage operates on entire vectors
or on vector components separately (vector or scalar). The Local84 neighborhood
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definition is identical to Local21, except that it uses 84,000 as the minimum neighborhood sample size. With the national definition, the "neighborhood" is the same for every
area-namely, all of Brazil.

Measures
In our application, any one estimation method produces 3,829 x 7 = 26,803 parameters.
Evaluating the "goodness" of such a large set is a difficult task, particularly because we
do not know the true rate schedules at the municipal level. We can, however, establish
basic principles for comparing different estimation rules. The first principle is demographic plausibility. A good estimation method should generate small-area schedules
with demographically sensible shapes and levels. It should be an effective smoother that
purges local estimates of sampling noise, while producing estimates with the "look and
feel" of real fertility schedules. The second principle is regional accuracy. Although we
do not know true rates at the small-area level, sample sizes are often sufficient for the
accurate estimation of schedules at higher levels of subnational geography. A good
method should preserve spatial patterns at these larger geographic scales. That is, it
should avoid oversmoothing as it tries to produce demographically plausible schedules
for small areas.
To operationalize comparisons along the demographic and geographic dimensions, we
define the following functions. For any K x 1 schedule 0, its shape is defined as the K x 1
standardizedvector

shape(O)
=/1:O,,
and its dissimilarity to a reference schedule Ref is a percentage relative errormeasure:

DISS(0,Ref) = 100.(10k

Refk/f

Refk).

Note that DISS = 0 (the minimum possible value) when its two arguments are identical
and that DISS could exceed 100 if its two arguments are very dissimilar.

DemographicComparisons
Like beauty, demographic plausibility is largely in the eye of the beholder. Period fertility
schedules depend on many factors (local marriage customs, contraceptive practices, disease prevalence, cohort timing effects, and so forth) and come in many shapes and sizes.
This diversity makes it difficult to establish a single standardof plausibility. We therefore
opted to compare area schedules to 226 schedules from the U.S. Census Bureau's International Data Base (IDB), and to define plausibility in terms of a match between the shape
of the area schedules and the shape of any of the 226 IDB schedules. (For details and
links to these IDB schedules, see Schmertmann2003.) Specifically, we measured the demographic plausibility of a schedule 0 e IRKby the best match to the shape of any of the
schedules IDB, ...

D(0)

IDB226:

= min =...226 DISS [shape(0) ,shape IDB) .1.

D is a measure of demographic implausibility. It is close to zero for schedules that have a
shape that is similar to at least one schedule in the IDB and has large values for schedules
with no close IDB counterpart.To get a sense of D's scale, note that the ML schedules (o)
in Panels B-F of Figure 4 have rounded D values of 41, 14, 10, 9, and 4, respectively.
(The IDB schedules that are the most similar to B-F are, in order, Grenada, Nauru,
Mauritania,Pakistan, and French Guiana.)
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Distribution of the Demographic Implausibility Index (D) Across 3,829 Municipalities,
for Various Estimation Methods

Figure 5.
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Figure 5 shows summary information on the distribution of D for ML estimates (the
top line) and for the six EB variants. The horizontal scale at the bottom of the figures
represents D values. The row for each estimation method contains Xs marking the minimum and maximum levels of D in the 3,829 municipalities (note that the maximum is off
the scale for the ML estimates), solid bars extending from the 5-25 and 75-95 percentiles, and an M marking the median D value. The solid bars are the key to interpreting
Figure 5: from end to end, they span 90% of the distribution, with 20% of the D values in
the ranges for each bar separately, 50% in the gap between the bars, 5% to the left, and
5% to the right.
The main result in Figure 5 is a marked improvement in the demographic plausibility
of municipal-level schedules when we switched from ML to any of the EB procedures. If
we define plausible as D < 20, for example, then only half the ML schedules have plausible shapes, compared to virtually all the EB schedules. As one may expect, EB estimation with larger neighborhoods and more smoothing appears to produce more-plausible
schedules, but that improvement is small.
Compared with scalar methods that operate separately on each age group, vector EB
shrinkage improves the plausibility of the estimates of the small-area schedules for all
three neighborhood sizes. The improvement from vectorizing is the largest when shrinking toward national-level targets and almost negligible with Local21 neighborhoods.
This pattern suggests that, to some extent, Longford's (1999) vector approach and
Marshall's (1991) local approach can produce similar effects. The total covariance of
fertility rates over the map can be partitioned into within- and between-neighborhood
components as
V

(0)

=

EH
[(oH)]+

within

V[E(IH)].

between

As neighborhoods H become larger, the between component inevitably decreases, and
more of the overall variability in true rates occurs within the neighborhoods. Vector EB
methods exploit within correlations, so they improve estimates more when neighborhoods
are large.
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Regional Comparisons
Brazilian census samples are large enough to make ML estimates accurate for geographic
aggregates, such as states or subnational regions, and fertility patterns are quite diverse
across larger-than-municipalareas. Parts of Brazil, notably cities in the more industrially
developed Southeast and South, had experienced a nearly complete transition to near- or
below-replacement fertility by 1991, while other regions and areas still had very high
fertility levels (Potter, Schmertmann, and Cavenaghi 2002).
To test how accurately an estimation method replicates Brazil's spatial fertility patterns, we would like to identify distinct regions of truly high and low fertility on the map.
These regions must be large enough to ensure that birth/womanratios from census samples
are accurate, so that we have a baseline for testing. Ideally the regions should be internally homogeneous, but also very different from one another. Political units like Brazil's
27 states may not be good for this purpose because of possible internal heterogeneity in
fertility levels and patterns.
For geographic testing, we created an empirically defined set of 44 regions, based on
the principle of maximum interregional and minimal intraregional variance in fertility
levels. Specifically, for the large-n municipalities defined earlier, we fit a regression tree
(Breiman et al. 1984) for estimated TFR, F = 5 Yk
using as predictors the latitude and
0k,
longitude of the municipality's centroid.3 The resulting tree splits Brazil into 44 regions
with maximal TFR differences and minimal internal heterogeneity. The new regions are
large enough to produce stable maximum-likelihood estimates (all 308 [region, age] cells
have at least 1,000 sampled women), and they capture spatial heterogeneity in fertility
better than states (74% of the variance in F across large-n municipalities is between the
new regions, compared with 53% between the states).
For neighborhoods defined by these regions, such as H = {municipalities with centroids in region 1}, we can calculate an average of municipal-level schedules 0 as
m(O)=

k=l...7.
seH

seH
•nknskl/snsk,

The ML mean vector is i = m(O), and its components are simply events-to-exposure ratios
for the region in each age group. At the regional level, m(0) will be an extremely accurate
estimator of the true rate vector m(O) because ML sampling variance is negligible with
large regional samples. Consequently, we can define the regional error of an EB estimation procedure as R = DISS [m(O),m(O)]. That is, we measure the accuracy of the EB procedure at the regional level by aggregating EB schedule estimates from each member
municipality and then comparing that schedule to the ML schedule for the region as a
whole. Notice that under this definition, R = 0 for the ML procedure itself and will be near
zero for other procedures that produce local estimates that approximate the region-level
ML schedule well.
Figure 6 displays the distribution of our regional error measure (R) for each estimation method, in a format identical to that of Figure 5. By definition, the ML estimation
method scores R = 0 for every region, so its distribution is concentrated completely at the
left edge of the plot.
3. The regression tree produces a sequence of binary decision rules (much like playing 20 Questions) that
classify large-n municipalities into fertility regions based on centroid coordinates. For example, to distinguish
high and low municipal TFR, the best single question is, Is the centroid north of -16.3o latitude? The average
TFR is 3.4 to the north of this line, and 2.4 to the south. Among municipalities that are north of -16.3', the
sharpest dividing line is at -40.10 longitude (the average TFR is 4.0 in municipalities with centroids to the west
versus 3.1in municipalities with centroids to the east), and so on. Recursive splitting based on latitude and
longitude lines yields 44 rectangularregions, and each municipality belongs to the region containing its centroid.
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Distribution of the Regional Error Index (R) Across 44 Fertility Regions, for Various
Estimation Methods
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Figure 6 illustrates three key findings. First, all EB methods generally produce municipal estimates that match regional schedules well when aggregated, with the possible
exception of national-level scalar shrinkage.
Second, smaller neighborhoods improve the regional accuracy of EB estimates. Some
of the real heterogeneity in Brazilian regional fertility patterns is smoothed away when
EB neighborhoods expand. An additional analysis (not shown) suggests that the highest R
values for the national and Local84 procedures are in small, high-fertility pockets in extreme eastern Brazil (especially in Rio Grande do Norte, Paraiba, and Pernambuco). EB
methods with large neighborhoods tend to underestimate fertility in such places; they
shrink municipal schedules too far toward lower, larger-areameans.
Third, vector procedures produce more-accurate regional-level schedules than scalar
procedures. Stated broadly, vector EB is "more local" than scalar EB because it borrows
more strength locally (from local data for other groups). More precisely, vector EB outperforms scalar EB in sparsely populated areas near large cities. Icatu (Figure 4, Panel D)
is a good example, with ML rates consistently above a neighborhood average dominated
by a low-fertility city (S'o Luis). Scalar EB (not visible in Figure 4) shrinks ML estimates farther toward the mean schedule than the vector method (approximately halfway
toward the Xs at each age) because it ignores the [+ . . . +] pattern of deviations across
age groups. Scalar EB tends to overshrink and underestimate fertility in areas like Icatu.
Consequently, small-area scalar EB schedules tend to underestimate regional fertility
when they are aggregated over regions with many "Icatus."

Discussion
Demographic and regional analyses for Brazil suggest that vector EB methods outperform scalar methods. At all neighborhood sizes, the vector approach produced small-area
schedule estimates that were, demographically speaking, either more plausible or (for
Local21 neighborhoods) approximatelythe same as with the scalar approach.At all neighborhood sizes, vector estimates conformed better to known regional patterns in fertility.
There appears to be no significant trade-off in the vector versus scalar choice: vector
methods win.
Our results are less definitive about the appropriatechoice of neighborhood size. Localizing estimation by making neighborhoods smaller improves regional accuracy.
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Median Values of Demographic Implausibility (D) and Regional Error (R) Indices for
Alternative Estimation Methods
ScalarEB

Vector EB

ML

National

Local84

Local21

National

Local84

Local21

D

19.5

8.2

6.7

6.7

5.6

6.0

6.8

R

0

6.2

3.5

2.8

4.3

2.4

1.7

However, for vector EB methods, there may be a small demographic cost because schedules estimated from smaller neighborhoods have slightly less plausible shapes. This is a
classic bias-versus-variance trade-off: smaller neighborhoods reduce bias in the EB
method, but they increase the vulnerability of local schedule estimates to sampling noise.
Table 3 summarizes the choice between methods by showing median values of D and R for
each method, from the more complete information in Figures 5 and 6. In our application,
we decided that regional accuracy was the more important objective. After we examined
Table 3 and the distributions in Figures 5 and 6, we selected vector EB with Local21
neighborhoods as the best compromise between small-area bias (- R) and variance (- D).
However, the main message from the comparative analysis is that all the vector EB methods that we tried work reasonably well, with localized versions offering important spatial
improvements over shrinkage to national targets. The optimal size of moving neighborhoods for localized vector shrinkage is likely to be-problem- and data specific.

CONCLUSION
EB is a powerful tool for many demographic estimation problems. In this article, we have
presented an integrated EB technique that combines vector methods with adaptively defined local neighborhoods to produce estimates that are both demographically plausible
and appropriately sensitive to spatial patterns. The application to Brazilian fertility data
demonstrates that exploiting spatial and age-related correlation in rates can substantially
reduce estimation errors for small-area schedules. Our method is particularly appropriate
in cases with many areas, small local samples, substantial regional variations, strong correlations between schedule components, and known spatial relationships between areas.
Fully Bayesian or hierarchicalBayesian approaches (see Ghosh and Rao 1994), which
we have not discussed in this article, are computationally intensive alternatives to EB
and Is are modeled as
methods. In these models, quantities such as our
its
with
their
own
in
affect posterior distribudistributions
that,
turn,
hyperparameters,
prior
tions of demographic rates. The more complex Bayesian models have theoretical appeal,
and recent advances in estimation algorithms have led to the wider use of fully Bayesian
models for small-area estimation of scalar rates (e.g., Besag, York, and Molli6 1991 on
the incidence of cancer; Assun9go, Reis, and Oliveira 2001; Bernadinelli et al. 2000;
Fisher and Asher 2000; Gelfand, Zhu, and Carlin 2001). There has also been recent research on fully Bayesian modeling of spatial vector data (Kim, Sun, and Tsutakawa 2001;
Knorr-Held and Best 2001; Wang and Wall 2001). However, the latter models are even
more computationally demanding than the scalar versions, and making them operational
remains a serious obstacle for most researchers.
In contrast to fully Bayesian estimation, EB methods are already computationally
feasible for demographers with access to standard statistical software. For example, we
performed all calculations presented in this article using the publicly available R statistical
environment, and the code is available on request. As another option, it would not be
difficult to programmacros in SAS using its matrix language features to run our procedure.
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EB also shares with its complex cousins an ability to adapt to many types of estimation
models. In this article, we shrank small-area estimates Oatoward nonparametric neighborhood schedules j*, but that is only one of many settings in which shrinkage is useful. The
same approach can be used for parametric model schedules, with shrinkage in parameter,
rather than rate, space. Perhaps less obviously, EB can use parametric models and local
variables Xa to define shrinkage targets [t L= f(Xa, P) ]. EB estimators that shrink local
census estimates Oa toward model predictions
= f(Xa, 0) borrow strength primarily from
areas with similar socioeconomic conditions X, rather than similar geographic locations.
(The U.S. Census Bureau's SAIPE estimation procedure works in this manner.) Such flexibility makes EB a rich set of techniques for many types of demographic analysis. We
recommend that demographers take note and consider using EB methods more frequently.
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